
The location of Industry 



Industry can be described as a systems of 
INPUTS, PROCESSES and OUTPUTS
In pairs: 

Define: INPUTS, PROCESSES and OUTPUTS

Give examples of industrial activities that could fall into each category 



Industry as a System

Because industry nearly always involves the making or creation of 
something, it is often looked at as a system. The three main parts of the 
system are:

Inputs: The things that are needed to make or create a product. These 
maybe physical or human e.g. labour (workers), money or raw materials.

Processes: The events or activities that take place to make a product e.g. 
watering crops or assembling a car.

Outputs: The finished product that is sold to a consumer e.g. milk, a 
television or a car.











Factors that impact the location of industry 

1. Read through the factors that impact the location of industry 
worksheet. 

2. For each of  industries shown on the  sheet decide which of the 
factors would be important. 



Location of industry: Goya Foods, Brookshire 
Texas



Location of industry: Goya Foods, Brookshire 
Texas

• Goya Foods, producer of a variety of Hispanic grocery products, including rice, beans and 
condiments, has opened a canning facility in Brookshire.

• The factory has created 100 new jobs in the area.
• The location provides access to rail spur, the Port of Houston, and abundant ground water.
• Goya’s new 350,000-square-foot facility is capable of producing 1,000 cans of beans per minute.
• Goya selected Brookshire as the location for this cannery because it offers convenient rail and 

highway access for moving this massive inventory throughout the west and southwest United 
States.

• “The land was a perfect fit for Goya,” Weitzman said. “It’s a hub for Goya’s distribution to the 
west. We call it Goya’s gateway to the west.”

• On I-10 (major freeway) for easy distribution. Also has rail access
• Near large settlement (Katy, Houston)- for workers and market
• Hispanic population nearby
• Lots of land- flat and cheap- easy to build and expand.
What would be the inputs- processes and outputs for the Goya factory?



Enquiry question: Why is the iPad designed by 
Apple in California but assembled in China?



We call different parts of the 
chain of production sectors.

There are 4 main sectors:

Produce the raw 
materials for 
industry.

Process raw materials 
or in other words 
manufacture and 
assemble materials.

Selling of goods 
from primary or 
secondary 
sectors (retail).

To be able to classify 
economic activity.

Providing 
information 
services, particularly 
research and design.



Quaternary

Tertiary

Secondary

Primary

How does employment associated with the iPhone fit into 
economic sectors?

To be able to 
describe the 
production of 
iPhones.



Name and describe each 
sector of economic 

activity with reference to 
your case study.



The raw materials 
More than half of the world’s supply of cobalt is mined from the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). Cobalt is a key element in 
lithium-ion rechargeable batteries required for mobile consumer 
products such as cellphones, laptops and other mobile devices. It has 
been estimated by UNICEF in 2014 that as many as 40,000 child 
laborers work in the mines in southern DRC including cobalt mines.





The supply chain for Apple



Task: Using 
source 1 describe 
the pattern 
shown on the 
map (4)- how do 
we answer this 
sort of question?

KEY TERM:
Global shift in 
manufacturing-
where operations 
are re-locating to 
developing 
countries 



Apple in China: Location of manufacturing 

Link to impact 
of a TNC in a LIC





The social and economic impacts of Apple 
for China- Foxconn case study 

Task:
Watch the documentary: 
https://www.nytimes.com/video/business/1000000013130
19/made-in-china.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cRBBRwBKlE

Make notes on:

The advantages for the workers at the Foxconn factory
The disadvantages for the workers
The benefits of the factory for China as a whole
The issues of the investment of TNCs for China as a whole
Any case study specific information 

https://www.nytimes.com/video/business/100000001313019/made-in-china.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cRBBRwBKlE




The location of High tech industry: Case study-
Apple 
Headquarters Factory 



CASE STUDY: High Tech Industry in Silicon 
Valley- Where and Why?
• High-technology industry uses the most advanced technology to make 

products (computerised systems etc)
• They involve a highly-skilled workforce and its products require a high 

proportion of research and development.
• High-technology industry is relatively footloose since access to raw 

materials is not very important. The ‘raw materials’ that are required are 
usually lightweight electronic components.

Key term: 
Footloose industries: not tied to a particular location. They include high-
tech industries and are located near motorway junctions or on the edges of 
towns and cities in business parks.





The location of the new Apple headquarters-
Apple Park, Cupertino, California 

• http://money.cnn.com/2017/09/12/technology/future/inside-apple-
park/index.html

Near many state 
and National 
Parks- attractive 
area for living

Palo Alto home 
to many other 
high tech 
industries i.e. 
Facebook, 
Google= 
agglomeration 

Stanford University-
one of the most 
prestigious in world= 
skilled workforce 

Good transport links-
easy access to market 

http://money.cnn.com/2017/09/12/technology/future/inside-apple-park/index.html


Task

• Read through p266- 268 of the textbook and make notes on why the 
silicon valley has so many industries- use specific case study detail. 







Task

• Read page 269 of the textbook and make notes on how and why 
China has attracted high tech industries. 





Describe the working 
conditions for your 
chosen loser using 
facts and figures.



7 mark question





7 mark question from 2018




